Introduction
There is growing interest in developing long-acting (LA) antiretroviral (ARV) injectable formulations that provide persistent, effective drug levels in plasma and/or HIV target cells (in the blood) for weeks to months, for HIV prevention and treatment [1] . Currently, intramuscular (IM) LA cabotegravir and LA rilpivirine are in Phase III trials; each contains one anti-HIV drug. As single agents, their use is limited to prevention. For treatment, which requires ARV combinations, the two long-acting agents (cabotegravir and rilpivirine) are currently administered in two separate injections [2] . Because LA cabotegravir and LA rilpivirine both take several days to reach maximum plasma concentrations (T max ) (median T max : 9-69 days [3] or 6-11 days [4] ), an additional oral lead-in or loading dose may be needed to provide effective plasma levels soon after injection to prevent the development of viral resistance from subtherapeutic concentrations. There is a need for injectables that can deliver a combination of ARVs in a single dosage form that can quickly achieve effective levels at times similar to the oral T max , and from thereon sustain therapeutic drug levels for extended durations.
In addition to long-acting characteristics, the combination ARV injectable should also allow targeting of HIV reservoir sites. Since HIV infects T-cells in lymph nodes throughout the body [5] [6] [7] , sustained and effective ARV levels in these host cells should be a key objective of any strategy for HIV eradication. In 2003, we first proposed and verified [8] , and others later confirmed in prospective clinical studies [9] [10] [11] , that most orally dosed ARVs fail to achieve sufficient levels in lymph nodes [12] . This is consistent with reports showing rats and humans having limited lymphatic exposure to intravenous (IV) anti-cancer small molecules (e.g., doxorubicin, methotrexate, and carboplatin) [13] [14] [15] . To overcome this lymphatic HIV drug insufficiency, we previously developed an indinavir-lipid nanosuspension and demonstrated that it provided indinavir accumulation in lymph nodes throughout the body (in addition to local draining lymph nodes) [12, 16] and reduced lymph node viral levels in HIV-infected macaques [8] . With this drug delivery platform, we have now developed a novel long-acting and lymphocyte-targeting drug-combination injectable for subcutaneous (SC) administration. It contains multiple classes of ARVs in a single formulation that is intended to deliver the ARV combinations to HIVinfected lymph nodes and cells at much enhanced and more sustained levels of each ARV. Notably, this approach permits combining three ARV small molecules with different physicochemical properties (i.e., two hydrophobic drugs [LPV, LogD = 4.7; RTV, LogD = 5.2] and one hydrophilic drug [TFV, LogD = −3.6])-all together-into a single drug combination nanoparticle (DcNP) suspension [17, 18] . In macaques, a single SC injection produced enhanced and persistent drug levels in not only lymph node mononuclear cells (LNMCs) in lymph nodes local to the SC injection site, but in nodes throughout the body [12] for over a week [19] . Moreover, in peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) and plasma, measurable drug levels were maintained longer than the two-week test period [19] . Plasma T max values occurred within hours, apparent terminal plasma half-lives for the active drugs ranged from 65 to 477 h, and intracellular LNMC drug concentrations were consistently higher than those in PBMCs, which were consistently higher than those in plasma (i.e., drug concentrations in LNMCs > PBMCs > plasma) [19] . However, the pharmacokinetic (PK) mechanisms responsible for this enhanced, widespread lymphatic uptake and drug persistence in LNMCs, PBMCs, and plasma remained to be elucidated. Moreover, the published literature describing in general the lymphatic absorption, distribution, and elimination mechanisms of HIV drugs and drug combinations after SC dosing is limited.
To seek an understanding of the PK mechanisms governing SC absorption, distribution into lymphatics, lymph node-targeting, and sustained drug levels in lymphocytes and plasma following administration of our long-acting triple-ARV DcNP formulation-TLC-ART101 [19] -we developed compartmental PK models based on a mechanistic framework that describe the kinetic processes governing the complex plasma concentration-time course of all three ARVs following SC injection of TLC-ART101 in macaques. We leveraged plasma concentrations in macaques dosed with the solubilized (free) triple-ARV combination to inform the parameterization of the free drug component of our TLC-ART101 models. This approach not only accounted for the complex long-acting plasma drug concentration-time profiles for all three ARVs in TLC-ART101, but also allowed for prediction of first-pass drug retention in the lymphatics. These mechanistic PK models are applicable to optimizing dosing for future efficacy and safety studies of TLC-ART101 in macaques, and comparing disposition profiles between the current and future generations of long-acting drug combination formulations.
Materials and methods

Reagents and animals
1,2-distearoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DSPC) and 1,2-distearoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N-[methoxy(polyethylene glycol)-2000] (ammonium salt) (DSPE-mPEG 2000 ) were purchased from Corden Pharma (Liestal, Switzerland). Lopinavir (LPV), ritonavir (RTV), and tenofovir (TFV, PMPA) were purchased from Waterstone (Carmel, IN, USA). All other reagents used were of analytical grade or higher.
Eleven adult male macaques (Macaca nemestrina, 5.6-14.9 kg) were housed and cared for by the Washington National Primate Research Center (WaNPRC) under an approved Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee protocol.
TLC-ART101 and free triple-ARV combination formulations
The long-acting drug combination nanoparticle (DcNP) formulation (TLC-ART101) composed of DSPC and DSPE-mPEG 2000 (9:1 molar ratio) that contained a combination of three antiretrovirals (ARVs) (LPV, RTV, and TFV) was prepared as previously described [8, 17] . The nanosuspension used in this study contained 18.3 mM LPV, 4.5 mM RTV, and 17.1 mM TFV. The pharmacokinetics (PK) of this formulation in macaques was recently reported [19] . The mean fraction of DcNPassociated LPV, RTV, and TFV was 92.2%, 91.1%, and 11.2%, respectively, as assessed by equilibrium dialysis using a 6-8 kDa molecular weight cut-off dialysis membrane. This mixture of lipid-associated and free ARVs constitutes the delivered drug content of TLC-ART101 [19] . Mean diameter of the DcNPs was 69.0 ± 8.3 nm, as assessed by photon correlation spectroscopy.
The solution formulation of free LPV, RTV, and TFV was prepared in 20 mM NaHCO 3 -buffered water (pH 7.4) with 0.7% NaCl, 8% DMSO, and 0.1% Tween20 and had the same final drug concentrations as those listed above for TLC-ART101.
Pharmacokinetic study
Macaques were given a single subcutaneous (SC) bolus dose in the back mid-scapular region of 25.0 mg/kg LPV, 7.0 mg/kg RTV, and 10.6 mg/kg TFV, either as TLC-ART101 or free ARV formulation. In four animals dosed with TLC-ART101, blood was collected at 0, 0.25, 0.5, 1, 3, 5, 8, 24, 48, 120, 168, 192 , and 336 h for full PK profiling; in another four animals designated for lymph node biopsy, blood was only collected at 0, 0.5, and 24 h. In three animals dosed with the free ARV formulation, blood was collected at 0, 0.5, 8, 12, 18, and 24 h. LPV, RTV, and TFV concentrations in plasma were simultaneously analyzed using a validated LC-MS/MS method [20] . The following descriptive PK parameters were estimated using the non-compartmental analysis module in Phoenix v6.4 (Certara, Mountain View, CA, USA): AUC, area under the plasma drug concentration-time curve; CL/F, apparent total clearance; MBRT, mean body residence time; t 1/2 , apparent terminal plasma drug half-life.
Free ARV compartmental models
Structural models and parameter estimation
A linear one-compartment model (1CM) with first-order absorption was fit to LPV and RTV plasma concentration-time data after SC dosing (Fig. 3A) . A two-compartment model (2CM) with first-order absorption was deemed to best fit the plasma concentration-time data for TFV (Fig. 3B) . For the 1CM analysis, the absorption rate constant k 21 , the elimination rate constant k 02 , and the apparent volume of distribution (V/F) were estimated, where F is the subcutaneous bioavailability. For the 2CM analysis, the following parameters were estimated: absorption rate constant (k 21 ), rate constants for the exchange of drug between central and peripheral compartments (k 32 , k 23 ), and the elimination rate constant from the central compartment (k 02 ), along with the apparent volume of the central compartment (Vc/F). Secondary parameter estimates for apparent volumes in the terminal phase (V β /F) and at steady state (V ss /F) were computed from the primary parameter estimates [21] . It should be noted that subscript notations for all rate constants followed the engineering convention of k ji with j = receiving compartment and i = originating compartment. See Supplementary information for a description of model parameters and their interpretation.
The average or typical value of the aforementioned 1CM or 2CM parameters were estimated by subjecting the plasma concentrationtime datasets from each of the macaques to an iterated two-stage (ITS) analysis using the Popkinetics module of SAAM II v2.3 (18) (The Epsilon Group, Charlottesville, VA, USA). Briefly, the first stage involves estimating the PK parameters of each macaque through nonlinear regression; the second stage involves estimating the population PK parameters across macaques (e.g., mean, variance) based upon individual estimates from the first stage. SAAM II then uses the resulting population PK parameter estimates as Bayesian priors, and iterates the two-stage process until model convergence is reached [22] . Apparent terminal half-life (t 1/2 ) and apparent plasma clearance (CL/F) were then calculated using the population PK parameter values.
TLC-ART101 ARV compartmental models
Structural models
The compartmental models for TLC-ART101 conceptualize the formulation-driven and physiological processes (i.e., mechanisms) underlying the absorption and disposition of DcNPs. As such, the mechanismbased pharmacokinetic (MBPK) models consist of two submodels: one for DcNP-associated ARV absorption and disposition (part above the dashed line in Fig. 3C, D) , and one for free ARV absorption and disposition (part below the dashed line in Fig. 3C, D) . This composite organization of two separate but linked submodels allows the accounting of differential absorption and disposition pathways between DcNP-associated ARVs and free ARVs from the subcutaneous space. In total this model structure has eleven parameters for LPV and RTV and thirteen parameters for TFV ( Fig. 3C, D ; Table 2 ). See Supplementary information for differential equations that define these models and a description of model parameters.
The lymphatic system draws interstitial fluid containing cells and solutes to lymph nodes and eventually drains into the thoracic lymphatic duct, which deposits its contents into the blood circulation via valves at the subclavian veins near the heart. Following SC injection, ARVs associated with DcNPs are taken up exclusively into the lymphatics (i.e., no uptake into the blood capillaries at the injection site) and transit through the lymphatic network where they may either: (1) transit as solutes through the lymph as it flows through lymph vessel and node networks before entering the systemic circulation via the thoracic lymph duct, (2) fill and become trapped in lymph node sinuses, or (3) be taken up by lymph node parenchymal cells, such as lymphocytes. This exclusive lymphatic uptake, distribution, and retention is supported by preclinical studies with SC injection of large proteins and nanoparticles in the literature [14, 15, [23] [24] [25] [26] and confirmed by our in vivo imaging studies in mice [27] . These processes are depicted in the submodel above the dashed line in Fig. 3C , D. In contrast, free ARVs in the subcutaneous space are absorbed entirely via blood capillaries into the circulation, which is depicted in the submodel below the dashed line in Fig. 3C , D.
The two hydrophobic protease inhibitors (LPV, RTV) with LogP~5 are nearly 100% incorporated into the core of DcNPs, as evidenced by complete retention in the nanoparticles despite exposure to sink conditions for 24 h via equilibrium dialysis at 25°C. The hydrophilic nucleotide reverse transcriptase inhibitor (TFV) with LogP -3.4 is mostly associated to the surface of DcNPs; equilibrium dialysis measurements indicate up to 90% of TFV in TLC-ART101 is effectively free under sink conditions and no significant release from the DcNPs occurs after 90% of free drug is dialyzed away, which indicates stable interactions between TFV and lipid and/or PEG in DcNPs for a minor fraction of the total amount of TFV. For DcNP-associated LPV and RTV, since 100% of the dose is assumed to be associated to DcNPs in the subcutaneous space, the entire SC dose of the protease inhibitors undergoes first-pass through the lymphatic system and is handled exclusively by the DcNPassociated ARV disposition submodel (above the dashed line in Fig. 3C ). For DcNP-associated TFV, since 10% of the dose is assumed to be associated to DcNPs, and 90% is assumed to be free in the subcutaneous space, these percentages of the total dose were available for each respective submodel (Fig. 3D) .
In the MBPK models (Fig. 3C, D) , DcNP-associated ARVs are absorbed from the SC injection site (compartment q1) into the lymphatics via three parallel first-order pathways described by rate constants k 21 , k 31 , and k 41 . Transit of DcNPs through the lymphatic system occurs through three parallel delay compartments (d2, d3, d4)-representing a fast, intermediate, and slow pathway, respectively. The decision to set the minimum number of delay compartments to three was based upon trial-and-error simulations to achieve reasonable visual fits of observed plasma concentration-time data. Only one or two lymphatic delay compartments, or a single uptake rate constant into one lymphatic delay compartment with three different release rate constants from this lymphatic delay compartment into the systemic circulation, were not sufficient to account for the complex and multiphasic persistent plasma levels for all three ARVs. Physiologically, the three different "waves" of drug entering the plasma from the lymph vessel and node network could result from: (1) DcNPs appearing in the plasma through more rapid flow of DcNPs and lymph through the lymphatics soon after injection, (2) DcNPs that are initially lodged in the sinus spaces in lymph nodes being eventually carried away and into the blood by slower lymph flow, and/or (3) DcNPs being taken up by lymphocytes in lymph nodes and then these lymphocytes trafficking into the blood where they could release intracellular drug into the plasma. Each delay compartment, which consisted of three sub-compartments in series, is defined by a transit time (tlag1, tlag2, or tlag3) and first-order exit rate constant (k 52 , k 53 , k 54 ), by which DcNP-or lymphocyte-associated ARVs are directed into the central compartment (q5). Once ARVs in DcNPs or lymphocytes enter the systemic compartment, release of free ARV would commence. Free ARVs are released from DcNPs and lymphocytes in central compartment q5 by a first-order process into the free ARV central compartment (q7, described by first-order rate constant k 75 ). We assumed free ARV PK is the same whether it is administered as such or released from DcNPs in vivo. Moreover, we assumed DcNPs do not undergo significant degradation during the two-week period (i.e., no physical clearance of DcNPs), as evidenced by their long circulation lifetimes [19] . We also assumed no significant fraction of drug is released from DcNPs during their stay in the SC injection site and while transiting through the lymphatics (i.e., there is no dissociation or release of free ARV prior to entry into the systemic circulation), as evidenced by (1) our in vitro release assays that showed stable association of both hydrophobic and hydrophilic ARVs to DcNPs under sink conditions and (2) our in vivo imaging studies that showed only DcNPs undergo preferential, rapid, and widespread lymph vessel and node distribution and retention following SC administration in mice, whereas free drug does not [27] . Re-entry into the lymphatic system following systemic distribution of DcNPs is not explicitly recognized, as evidenced by preclinical IV studies using nanoparticles [15] .
For free ARVs at the subcutaneous injection site (compartment q6), they are absorbed into the blood by a first-order process into the central compartment (q7, described by the first-order rate constant k 76 ) (Fig. 3C, D) . Free TFV distributes in and out of the peripheral compartment q8 by first-order processes described by the rate constants k 87 and k 78 (Fig. 3D) . Free ARVs are cleared from the central compartment (q7) by a first-order process described by the rate constant k 07 . The entire SC dose, either in free or DcNP-associated form, is assumed to be bioavailable from the subcutaneous space.
Parameter estimation
As with free ARV model fitting, residual error for the observed plasma concentrations were described by a proportional error model for each dependent variable. Since the LC-MS/MS assay for plasma ARV concentration quantifies both DcNP-associated, protein-bound, and free ARV, the model output is the sum of predicted concentrations in compartments 5 (DcNP-associated ARVs) and 7 (DcNP-dissociated ARVs). Free ARV PK parameter estimates, including k 76 , k 78 , k 87 , V7_Free, and k 07 , were set to Bayesian priors based upon the mean and standard deviation of the population estimates derived from modeling of free drug formulation. To establish the lag times for each ARV through each of the three different lymphatic pathways (tlag1, tlag2, tlag3), we first fixed each of the lymphatic entry rate constants (k 21 , k 31 , k 41 ) equal to 0.1. Lag times (tlag1, tlag2, tlag3) were then set to "adjustable," as well as the apparent volume of distribution of DcNPs from the blood compartment (V5_DcNP) and the rate constant for release of free ARV from DcNPs (k 75 ). Initial estimates for "adjustable" parameters were obtained through visual fits of geometric mean data. Once lag times were established, for all subsequent model development these lag times served as Bayesian prior estimates with a 30% relative standard deviation. Next, lymphatic entry and exit rate constants (k 21 = k 52 , k 31 = k 53 , k 41 = k 54 ) were manually adjusted based upon trial-and-error simulations to achieve reasonable visual fits of observed plasma concentration-time data. Final parameter estimates of the lymphatic entry rate constants were "fixed" to account for the proportion of subcutaneous ARV available for the rise and fall in plasma concentrations during early, mid, and late periods. Remaining model parameters (V5_DcNP and k 75 ) were set to 'adjustable' and the model was fit to the plasma data. Finally, fits for plasma data from individual animals were loaded into the ITS SAAM II engine as described above to derive population PK parameter estimates.
Total lymphatic ARV exposure as a percentage of the subcutaneously injected dose (%ID) was estimated by adding together the ARV amounts in each of the three lymphatic delay compartments (d2, d3, d4) at each time point, and then dividing this sum by the total ARV amount administered in the SC dose.
Sensitivity analysis was performed on all TLC-ART101 model parameters by taking the parameter value that best fit the geometric mean plasma data, increasing and decreasing each value by 10-fold from the optimal value, and inspecting the impact on the estimated plasma ARV levels versus observed levels.
Statistical analysis
Statistical analyses were performed with GraphPad Prism (GraphPad Software, Inc., La Jolla, CA). All statistical comparisons were performed with the two-tailed t-tests with significance probability α set at 0.05.
Results
Long-acting plasma PK of LPV, RTV, and TFV following TLC-ART101
We reported previously that SC dosing of LPV, RTV, and TFV stabilized in a DcNP suspension in macaques exhibited plasma PK profiles markedly different than those of the free drug combination-while the same three ARVs in the free formulation cleared in~24 h, DcNP-associated ARVs persisted for the 1-week duration of the experiment [18] . The plasma time course of these three ARVs in another DcNP formulation with a slight variation in the fixed dose molar ratio of LPV-to-RTV, called TLC-ART101, is presented in Fig. 1 . RTV is typically included in oral dosage forms to inhibit CYP3A-mediated metabolism and thus boost the oral bioavailability of protease inhibitors [28] . RTV is included in the TLC-ART101 injectable formulation containing LPV to preserve the protease inhibitor combination and possibly slow down the metabolic clearance of LPV. Measurable plasma levels of the two active ARVs of interest-LPV and TFV-persisted for over 2 weeks (Fig. 1A, C) . Compared to the free drug formulation, which cleared rapidly, the area under the plasma concentration-time curve (AUC) for LPV, RTV, and TFV in TLC-ART101 was 2.5-, 3.5-, and 28.9-fold higher, respectively (P-value = LPV, 0.0871; RTV, 0.0878; TFV, 0.0001) ( Table 1 ). LPV and TFV in TLC-ART101 had apparent terminal halflives (t 1/2 ) of~20 and~3 days. In comparison to free drug, t 1/2 of LPV, RTV, and TFV in TLC-ART101 was 55.1-, 5.5-, and 8.2-fold longer, respectively (P-value = LPV, 0.3814; RTV, 0.0306; TFV, < 0.0001) ( Table 1) .
Following injection of the free drug formulation, the two hydrophobic protease inhibitors, LPV (LogD 7.4 4.69) and RTV (LogD 7.4 5.22), exhibited similar plasma PK profiles: time of maximum concentration (T max ) occurred between 30 min and 8 h, and plasma levels declined in a monoexponential fashion out to 24 h (Fig. 1A, B) . Free LPV and RTV also had similar t 1/2, apparent clearance (CL/F), and mean body residence time (MBRT 0-24h ) ( Table 1 ). In contrast, free hydrophilic TFV exhibited a plasma PK profile resembling an IV bolus and declined in a biphasic fashion over 24 h (Fig. 1C) , which was consistent with other studies in macaques given free TFV subcutaneously [29] . Initial decline of free TFV was rapid; levels fell to~1% of their peak by 10 h, followed by a slower terminal phase of decline (Fig. 1C) . Free TFV was eliminated from the body more rapidly than free LPV and RTV, as MBRT 0-24h for free TFV was~5-fold shorter than those of free LPV and RTV, and CL/F followed a similar trend (Table 1) .
While the PK of free LPV (25 mg/kg) and RTV (7 mg/kg) were remarkably similar, the PK of an equivalent dose of LPV and RTV in TLC-ART101 were different in significant ways ( Fig. 1A, B ; Table 1 ). Following their injection in TLC-ART101, both LPV and RTV had a very rapid initial phase of absorption that resulted in a small first peak within 0.5 to 1 h; thereafter, plasma concentrations rose to a second peak or plateau at~8 h, followed by a slow but steady decline over the next 16 to 40 h (Fig. 1A, B) . T max of~8 h for LPV and RTV suggested a moderate rate of absorption with the DcNP-associated dose (Fig. 1A, B) . After 48 h, the decline of plasma LPV concentration slowed to a near plateau at~20 ng/mL that persisted out to 336 h (2 weeks) (Fig. 1A) ; RTV levels declined in a multiphasic fashion and were mostly eliminated by 2 weeks (Fig. 1B) . Although MBRT 0-24h for free LPV and RTV were nearly identical, following TLC-ART101 administration MBRT 0-336h of LPV was~4.6-fold longer than that of RTV ( Table 1) . Delivery of TFV as DcNPs resulted in remarkable transformation of its PK compared to free TFV (Fig. 1C) . TFV levels persisted out to 336 h, with an initial peak within 1 h after injection, a subsequent gradual decline, followed by a rebound at~8 h that peaked at~2800 ng/mL around 24-48 h, before declining in a log-linear fashion to~170 ng/mL at 336 h (Fig. 1C) . MBRT 0-336h of TFV following injection of TLC-ART101 was 39-fold longer than the MBRT 0-24h of free TFV, and was comparable to that of LPV (Table 1) . CL/F for all three ARVs decreased in TLC-ART101, most dramatically for TFV with an~36-fold drop in CL/F (Table 1) , reflecting its striking high and persistent plasma concentration profile (Fig. 1C) . In sum, these differences in plasma PK between free and TLC-ART101 ARVs illustrate the marked effect that the TLC-ART101 formulation had on plasma persistence for both the hydrophobic (LPV, RTV) and hydrophilic (TFV) ARVs.
Mechanism-based PK (MBPK) models
Mechanism-based compartmental PK models were developed that can provide kinetic insights into the physiological processes of subcutaneous uptake, lymphatic transit, and systemic disposition of the three ARVs delivered by the TLC-ART101 formulation. As depicted in Fig. 2 , we assumed the following scenario for subcutaneously administered LPV, RTV, and TFV collected into a DcNP form (69.0 ± 8.3 nm): (1) the DcNPs have appropriate particle sizes and surface properties to move via convection through the < 100 nm interstitial water channels in the SC space (between the skin and muscle) [30] , (2) they are too large to move paracellularly between or through the 5-12 nm intercellular gaps between capillary blood endothelial cells [31] , and as a result, (3) the three drugs in DcNPs preferentially enter lymphatic capillaries, which have an architecture that promotes uptake of larger particulate matter [26] . Once in lymphatic capillaries, these DcNPs travel throughout the lymphatic vessels and nodes. A fraction of the DcNPs taken up into the lymphatics are retained in lymph node sinuses, and a fraction eventually enter the blood circulation either through lymph that flows into the venous blood through the right and left thoracic ducts, or as cargo within lymphocytes in lymph nodes that traffic out of lymph nodes into the blood via the thoracic duct or high endothelial venules (HEVs) in lymph nodes. If DcNPs prematurely released drug and disintegrated in vivo (in the lymphatics or the blood), the released ARVs would be rapidly cleared as shown with free ARVs (Fig. 1, Table 1 ). In contrast, free drugs in the SC space are small enough to penetrate or diffuse through the capillary endothelium; while a fraction can enter the lymphatics, overall, free drug molecules are preferentially absorbed via the blood capillaries due to the~100-500-fold faster flow in blood compared to lymphatic capillaries [30] , i.e., a more effective "sink" condition. Unlike DcNP-associated ARVs that experience retentive forces that trap them in lymph vessels and nodes, free ARVs that enter the lymph could readily diffuse out and redistribute back into the blood. As a result, free ARVs would follow drug distribution and clearance mechanisms mediated by blood carriage, whereas ARVs associated to DcNPs, following their preferential uptake into the lymphatics, would first encounter distribution and retention mechanisms within the lymphatics, before being subject to those in the blood. Taken together, DcNPs in TLC-ART101 would likely undergo first-passage through the lymphatic system before entering the blood circulation, whereas free ARVs in the SC space would be preferentially absorbed directly into the blood vasculature. These processes are schematically illustrated in Fig. 2 and featured in the compartmental models in Fig. 3C , D.
These assumptions are based on in vivo animal studies with nanoparticulate drug carriers reported in the literature. For instance, in rats, Geometric Mean (% coefficient of variation). Free, N = 3 (M10088, R10125, T10111); TLC-ART101, N = 4 (R10125, Z11084, M10068, R10142). AUC, area under the plasma drug concentration-time curve; CL/F, apparent total clearance; MBRT, mean body residence time; t 1/2 , apparent terminal plasma drug half-life. AUC and t 1/2 values for TLC-ART101 only (not free drug) were recently reported elsewhere [19] . They are included here for comparison to free drug. a AUC 0-24h for Free, AUC 0-336h for TLC-ART101. b MBRT 0-24h for Free, MBRT 0-336h for TLC-ART101.
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a major fraction of radiolabeled liposomes~50-100 nm in diameter preferentially entered the lymphatics versus the blood following SC injection [32] . Also, in sheep, proteins < 16-20 kDa (~4-5 nm) in the SC space were absorbed primarily by blood capillaries draining the SC injection site [33] . Based on these observations, we propose differential absorption mechanisms between free and DcNP-associated ARVs from the SC space in accordance to their differences in physical size. Thus, we developed composite compartmental PK models that would feature parallel uptake of (1) DcNP-associated ARVs into and transit through the lymphatics, eventually making their way to the systemic circulation (submodel above the dashed line in Fig. 3C, D) and (2) free ARVs directly into the blood for systemic distribution (submodel below the dashed line in Fig. 3C, D) . It is further assumed that once the DcNPassociated ARVs reach systemic circulation, free drug can be released Overall, free ARVs preferentially enter the blood from the SC space, largely due to the 100-500-fold faster blood flow via capillaries than lymph flow. A stationary SC or intramuscular (IM) depot that provides a sustained release reservoir of free drug would follow the same principles for free drug and thus would also be predominantly absorbed directly into the blood. Once in lymphatic capillaries, TLC-ART101 particles would undergo first-pass distribution throughout the lymphatic system before entering the systemic blood circulation. In contrast, free drug that mostly enters the systemic circulation would undergo distribution, metabolism, and excretion mechanisms characteristic to the free drug molecule. Fig. 3 . Structural models for free drug disposition in the systemic circulation (panels A, B) and TLC-ART101 disposition in the lymphatics and systemic circulation (panels C, D) after SC dosing.
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from the DcNPs.
Models of plasma PK of free LPV, RTV, and TFV
We assumed that the model structure and parameter estimates derived from analysis of PK data obtained after SC injection of the free ARV formulation apply equally to the PK of free drug either absorbed directly or released from DcNPs following administration of TLC-ART101. This lessened the burden of parameter estimation for the full MBPK models and allayed some concerns of model complexity. Thus, for the initial step in model development, we analyzed the plasma ARV concentration-time data in macaques given a SC dose of the free ARV combination (Fig. 1) according to a conventional one-or two-compartmental PK model (1CM or 2CM) with first-order absorption from the SC injection site (Fig. 3A, B) . Population estimates of free drug PK parameters obtained using an iterated two-stage approach are presented in Table 2 . Excellent model fits were observed with individual and mean plasma concentration-time data from the cohort of macaques (Fig. 4) .
All three free ARVs were assumed to have a rapid absorption following SC injection (i.e., k 21 > k 52 , k 53 , and k 54 ) ( Table 2 ) [21] . CL/F and t 1/2 values in Table 2 agreed with their corresponding estimates derived from non-compartmental analysis in Table 1 . The rather high 4 L/(hr·kg) CL/F for free LPV and RTV (Table 2 ) are comparable to reported macaque liver blood flow [34] , indicating a high hepatic extraction and clearance of these two protease inhibitors. The 0.60 L/ (hr·kg) CL/F for free TFV (Table 2 ) matched macaque renal plasma flow [34] , which is consistent with avid renal tubular clearance of this nucleotide reverse transcriptase inhibitor. The population parameter estimates for free ARV PK were entered as Bayesian priors in the MBPK models for TLC-ART101-associated ARVs (Fig. 3C, D) .
Models of plasma and lymphatic PK of DcNP-associated LPV, RTV, and TFV
As mentioned above, we designed the MBPK models for TLC-ART101 to consist of: (1) a submodel for disposition of DcNP-associated ARV following its absorption from the SC space that features first-passage through the lymphatics (lymph vessels and nodes), that is linked to (2) a submodel for disposition of free ARV either absorbed directly from the SC space or released from DcNPs during their systemic distribution phase (Fig. 3C, D) . Based on equilibrium dialysis results, the "free-toDcNP-associated" fractions of TFV in TLC-ART101 were 90:10 (mol %/mol%); hence, 10% of the TLC-ART101 dose was assigned to the SC compartment (q1) for DcNPs and 90% was assigned to the SC compartment for free drug (q6). LPV and RTV were 100% associated to DcNPs; hence, the entire LPV and RTV dose in TLC-ART101 was assigned to the SC compartment for nanoparticles (q1).
We first characterized the lymphatic transit kinetics for each ARV using the geometric mean plasma values from N = 8 animals (four of these eight only contributed blood samples at 30 min and 24 h). Fitting the plasma concentration-time data to these models resulted in lag time estimates for the three ARVs that range from 0.1 to 2.2 h with the fast lymphatic pathway, 10.9 to 38.8 h with the intermediate pathway, and 122.1 to 262.2 h for the slow pathway ( Table 2 ). As the initial plasma levels for LPV and RTV were similar over 0-48 h (Fig. 1A, B) , tlag1 for both of these ARVs was nearly identical at~2 h (Table 2) . However, because LPV plasma levels were sustained at essentially a steady-state during 48-336 h while RTV plasma concentration declined steadily over 48-336 h (Fig. 1A, B) , tlag3 for LPV (260 h) was much longer than that for RTV (180 h) ( Table 2) . RTV, at ¼ of the dose of LPV (i.e., LPVto-RTV ratio of 4:1 mol%/mol%), showed a slight rebound in levels around 1 week (168 h) (Fig. 1B) , which accounts for its tlag3 value (Table 2 ). TFV, due to its very early first peak (which likely corresponded to absorption of the free fraction in DcNPs), then second peak (which likely corresponded to the DcNP-associated fraction), and gradual but persistent terminal decline (Fig. 1C) , had the most rapid tlag1 (0.1 h) and the shortest tlag3 (120h) amongst the three DcNP-associated ARVs (Table 2) . Thus, taken together, each ARV exhibited characteristically short, medium, and long lag times which may be thought of as 'waves' of DcNPs being released into the blood circulation from the lymphatics. These three different 'waves' of DcNPs appearing in the plasma may occur either through a faster and a slower flow of DcNPs through the lymph into the blood (the faster flow through lymph occurring soon after injection and the slower flow through lymph resulting from DcNPs initially trapped in lymph node sinuses eventually being carried away by lymph), or through lymph node lymphocytes that have taken up DcNPs and then trafficked into the blood and slowly releasing ARVs into the plasma. These lag times were entered as Bayesian estimates for further model refinement.
Next, we performed a manual search for the guess-estimates of k 21 , k 31 , and k 41 , the rate constants for entry of the three ARVs into each of the three lymphatic pathways (Fig. 3C, D) . Since entry of DcNPs into the different lymphatic pathways operate in parallel, the sum total of the entry rate constants k 21 , k 31 , and k 41 for DcNP-associated ARV uptake from the SC space into the respective lymphatic delay compartments d2, d3, and d4 (Fig. 3C, D) ought to be about the same for each ARV. This is consistent with our observations that DcNPs cleared from the SC space within~24 h and were predominantly taken up into lymph vessels and nodes. Through systematic adjustment of k 21 , k 31 , and k 41 , the minimum sum for each ARV was determined to bẽ 0. 45 ) and constrained to this value during regression runs ( Table 2 ). The sum for final estimates of the entry rate constants for LPV, RTV, and TFV equaled 0.46, 0.44, and 0.47 h , respectively (Table 2 ). However, despite constraining the sum total of lymphatic entry rate constants to be the same value for all three ARVs, the optimal estimates of k 21 , k 31 , and k 41 differed among ARVs in the final model fits ( Table 2 ). For LPV, the rank order for the lymphatic entry rate constants was k 41 > > k 31 > > k 21 ; for RTV, k 21 > k 31 > > k 41 ; and for TFV, k 41 ≥ k 31 ≥ k 21 (Table 2) , suggesting that LPV was most available for the slow lymphatic pathway (d4), RTV was most available for the fast lymphatic pathway (d2), while hydrophilic TFV entered into all three lymphatic pathways to nearly equal extent, despite the fact that all three ARVs were tightly associated with DcNPs and presumably then transit together as single entities through lymph vessels and nodes. This could be due to uneven incorporation of the three ARVs into DcNPs-creating different subpopulations of DcNPs-and retention of DcNPs within the lymphatic network being influenced by the drug payload. Alternatively, there may be different rates of intracellular metabolism/anabolism and efflux from lymphocytes for each ARV, which would impact their lymphatic transit kinetics. More investigation is required to understand the underlying mechanisms for this apparent differential lymphatic transit among each ARV, the details of which are beyond the scope of this report. In summary, although the total sum of the lymphatic entry rate constants could be set to a value comparable for all three ARVs, each DcNP-associated ARV had its own unique uptake distribution into the three lymphatic pathways (Table 2) . After the best estimates of lymphatic entry rate constants were determined for each ARV using geometric mean data, they were fixed as we proceeded to the iterated twostage population analysis of the cohort macaque data.
For all three ARVs, the TLC-ART101 MBPK model fits to observed plasma concentration-time data were excellent (Fig. 5) and %CV for the regression estimates were within a reasonable range considering the limited sample size (N = 8) ( Table 2 ). Sensitivity analysis, where the optimal parameter value was increased or decreased by 10-fold, showed that tlag3, V7_DcNP, and k 75 impacted the predicted plasma ARV concentration-time profile the most. We have used these MBPK models for dose selection for TLC-ART101 multi-dosing studies in healthy and SHIV-C-infected macaques, and the models predicted the observed plasma concentrations extremely well (personal observation), which demonstrates the validity and robustness of these models. The apparent volume of distribution of DcNP-associated ARVs in the q5 plasma compartment (V5_DcNP) (Fig. 3C, D) was~7-10 L/kg for the lipophilic ARVs LPV and RTV, while V5_DcNP for hydrophilic TFV was much smaller at 0.17 L/kg (Table 2 ). These distribution volumes were about 6.7-to 12.8-fold smaller than those of free ARVs in q7 (V7_Free) ( Table 2) , suggesting much more limited extravascular distribution for DcNP-associated ARVs. The rate constant for release of free ARV from DcNPs in the plasma (k 75 ) was similar for LPV and RTV at~0.4-0.7 h −1 (t 1/2 -1.0-1.7 h), while k 75 was much slower for TFV at~0.02 h −1 (t 1/ 2 -35 h) ( Table 2 ). As expected, the final mean parameter estimates for free ARV (k 76 , k 78 , k 87 , V7_Free, and k 07 ) matched the assigned Bayesian priors (Table 2 ). Next, we used the models to evaluate the ARV exposure in the lymphatic system.
Lymphatic exposure to LPV, RTV, and TFV following TLC-ART101
Based on single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) imaging of 111 In-labeled anti-CD4 mAbs dosed by IV infusion in macaques,~75% of CD4+ T lymphocytes (the main target cell of HIV) are located in lymph nodes (~15% are in the spleen,~10% are in Peyer's patches, and~0.3-0.5% are in the blood) [35] . These data are corroborated by a separate study in macaques infected with simian immunodeficiency virus (SIV) that were dosed IV with 64 Cu-labeled anti-SIV Gp120 PEGylated mAbs and imaged with immunoPET (antibodytargeted positron emission tomography), which showed predominant SIV localization in lymphoid tissues in chronically viremic animals and still measurable viral levels in lymph nodes after 5 weeks of combination antiretroviral therapy [36] . Thus, it is important to target anti-HIV drugs to lymph nodes throughout the body and sustain ARV levels within lymph node cells infected by HIV. The MBPK models we developed allowed us to simulate the total lymphatic ARV exposure from TLC-ART101. Fig. 6 shows the predicted amount of ARVs held in the lymphatics during first-pass over the entire 2 weeks. More than 80% of the LPV dose was held in the lymphatics at peak, and released gradually over the 2 weeks (Fig. 6A) . In contrast, less of the RTV dose was withheld and nearly all of it was released from the lymphatics within 96 h (Fig. 6B ). With TFV, while the maximum % of dose withheld in the lymphatics was low (< 10%), it accounted for nearly the entire DcNPassociated portion (10%) of the TLC-ART101 dose (Fig. 6C) . Subsequent release of TFV from the lymphatics was gradual, but at a faster pace compared to LPV (Fig. 6A, C) .
Discussion
Previously, we reported a long-acting ARV combination injectable (TLC-ART101) that provided sustained lymphocyte and plasma ARV concentrations in macaques for longer than the 2-week experiment [19] . However, detailed mechanisms leading to this lymphocyte-targeting and persistent intracellular and plasma ARV concentrations were not elucidated. In this study, PK models were developed based on consideration of physiological processes that govern the uptake of DcNPs from the SC interstitium into lymph capillaries, transit through the lymphatic network including retention by the lymph nodes, and eventual drainage into the blood circulation. The models were able to simultaneously capture the complex persistent lymphatic and plasma pharmacokinetics of three ARVs (LPV, RTV, TFV) formulated together in the TLC-ART101 lymphocyte-targeting and long-acting drug combination formulation (Figs. 3C, D, 5, 6 ). Moreover, these mechanismbased models afforded mechanistic insights into the absorption and disposition of DcNP-associated ARVs and enabled prediction of overall ARV levels in the lymphatics (lymph vessels and nodes) following SC injection of TLC-ART101 (Fig. 6) . They can also guide the design of dosage regimens for future efficacy and safety studies of TLC-ART101.
To our knowledge, these are the first mechanistic PK models of a nanoparticle-bound drug combination that describe the time-course of plasma concentration and lymphatic retention of multiple ARVs formulated in a single nanosuspension. These models enabled, for the first time, prediction of the long-acting PK of each ARV in both the plasma and lymphatics. Our mechanism-based PK models were also able to account for the complex, multiphasic plasma-concentration time course of the three DcNP-associated ARVs (Fig. 1 ) by having multiple (three) delay pathways through the lymphatics after SC injection of TLC-ART101 (Fig. 3C, D) . Only one or two lymphatic delay compartments were not sufficient to account for the complex plasma concentration time courses of each ARV. Previous reports on the disposition of subcutaneously injected large proteins of~4-10 nm in diameter [23, [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] (reviewed in [46] ) and single, small molecule drugs iñ 10-100 nm diameter nanoparticles [15] have reported PK models featuring a lymphatic component. The few PBPK models published to date include single monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) administered SC [40, 45] . Despite evidence of significant absorption of lymphatic fluid into the blood as it flows through lymph nodes in mammalian systems (which leads to concentrating lymph solutes and decreasing the lymph flow rate) [23, 47] , and substantial recirculation of mAbs via the lymphatic system after IV administration [23] , these PBPK models either assumed reabsorption of drug molecules in lymph tissue and fluid back into the blood was negligible [40] or no recirculation via the lymphatic system occurred after entry of mAbs into the systemic circulation [45] .
While the detailed mechanisms of how the three DcNP-associated drugs in the TLC-ART101 formulation exhibited long-lasting retention in the lymphatics, particularly in lymph nodes, and were targeted to lymphocytes, awaits further investigation; a working hypothesis is presented schematically in Fig. 2 . We envisioned the mechanisms that lead to the complex plasma time-course of the three ARVs in TLC-ART101 are as follows: first, in the SC space, the ARVs associated to DcNPs readily clear from the interstitium and preferentially enter lymph capillaries (as opposed to free drug with greater propensity to enter blood capillaries), followed by first-pass transit of the DcNPs through the lymphatic network. This exclusive lymphatic uptake and extensive first-pass distribution through lymph vessel and node networks has been confirmed by in vivo imaging of DcNP clearance from the SC space and lymphatic uptake, distribution, and retention in mice [27] . This is consistent with our observation of high levels of drug distribution and accumulation in lymph nodes all throughout the body in macaques following a single SC dose of DcNPs, which was not observed with free drug [12] . This lymphatic first-pass distribution of DcNPs is also consistent with the higher drug concentrations in LNMCs versus those in PBMCs, which are both persistently higher than the drug levels in the plasma [19] . These high intracellular levels of ARVs are opposite of the higher plasma versus intracellular levels that are typically observed following oral dosing of the same ARVs in DcNPs [48] [49] [50] [51] . Thus, as supported by our in vitro release studies under sink conditions, DcNPs must be sufficiently stable and not release a significant fraction of their ARV payloads to be able to make their extensive journey through lymph vessel and node networks, be internalized by LNMCs, and provide long-acting PK; if DcNPs readily degraded and released free ARVs, these free drugs would not be able to transit extensively through lymph vessels and nodes and be retained by the lymphatics, and they would clear from the body rapidly.
As the lymphatic network is composed of nodes with sinuses within the node tissue being able to trap~70 nm diameter DcNPs [52] , they provide a reservoir or depot for sustained drug presence in the lymphatics. Tissue lipases in the nodes as well as those on the surface or within lymph node parenchymal cells could release the drug back into the lymphatic network, or the DcNPs could be taken up by lymphocytes trafficking in and out of the blood via high endothelial venules (HEVs) in lymph nodes. The acid-and base-stable characteristics of LPV and RTV may also contribute to the ability of these drugs to release in acidic intracellular organelles such as endosomes and lysosomes with minimal risk of degradation. Long-acting plasma PK could also arise from gradual release of DcNP-and lymphocyte-associated ARVs from the lymphatics into the blood via lymph-blood vessel anastomoses near the heart. It is likely that a combination of these processes work in concert to provide the long-acting plasma and intracellular kinetics observed for each ARV. These processes are accounted for in the three lymphatic delay compartments in the MBPK models (Fig. 3C, D) , which represent three different 'waves' of release of DcNPs from the lymphatics into the systemic circulation. As discussed below, recent data collected in our laboratory and those reported by others support this integrated hypothesis (i.e., preferential DcNP uptake into lymphatics, lymphatic firstpass distribution and retention, extended release into blood, and limited extravasation in blood circulation).
4.1. Preferential lymphatic (first-pass) uptake of DcNP-associated ARVs in TLC-ART101 from the SC space Drugs or vaccines deposited in the SC space may stay there or be taken up by lymph or blood capillaries. Free small molecules, peptides, and small proteins can permeate the~5-12 nm intercellular pores between capillary blood endothelial cells and/or diffuse across the blood capillary endothelium [31] , while~70 nm DcNPs may be too large to readily enter blood capillaries. Using the near-infrared fluorescence marker indocyanine green (ICG) for real-time imaging in mice, we found that SC administered DcNP-associated ICG, but not free/soluble ICG, predominantly entered lymph vessels rather than blood vessels. Free ICG in mice penetrated into lymph as well as blood vessels, but only distributed to the first few lymph vessels and nodes draining the SC injection site; free ICG rapidly absorbed into the blood to a greater extent than DcNP-associated ICG [27] . Due to the~100-500-fold faster capillary blood flow compared to lymph capillary flow [30] , smaller molecules are preferentially absorbed from the SC space via the blood. This predominant route of absorption via blood for small molecules in the SC space was also observed with SC dosing of free hydrophobic doxorubicin or hydrophilic methotrexate in rats fitted with a thoracic lymph cannula, where~64-74% of a SC dose was recovered in the blood, while~0.063-2% was recovered in the lymph [14, 15] . With respect to larger particles, certain particles tend to be retained in the SC space, especially if their large size limits their convection through thẽ 100 nm interstitial water channels [30] . For instance, in pigs, 105 nm negatively charged polymeric particles were mostly confined to the injection site 24 h post-injection, while smaller~55 nm counterparts traveled extensively to draining inguinal lymph nodes~24 cm from the SC injection site [53] . In addition, in rats,~83 nm PEGylated doxorubicin liposomes (Doxil®) mostly remained at the SC injection site for an extended period [15] . This is in contrast to~70 nm DcNPs in TLC-ART101 that cleared from the SC injection site in mice, rats, and macaques within~24 h (personal observation). Taken together, these data are consistent with free ARVs predominantly clearing from the SC space via blood capillaries, while~70 nm DcNPs are optimal for lymphatic uptake (Fig. 2) .
Lymphatic first-passage of DcNP-associated ARVs in TLC-ART101
Since DcNP-associated ARVs cleared rapidly from the SC space and predominantly absorbed into the lymph capillaries, they are likely to first transit through the lymphatics before entering the blood. This delay in absorption into the systemic circulation is reflected in the longer T max for ARVs in TLC-ART101 (~8-36 h) versus in free formulation (~1-3 h) (Figs. 4-5) ; the latter directly enter the blood from the SC space. Importantly, the T max values for all three ARVs in DcNPs (~8-36 h) were much shorter than the days to weeks it takes for longacting (LA) cabotegravir and LA rilpivirine to reach peak levels in humans [3, 4] , in which case slow absorption controls the terminal decline of LA cabotegravir and LA rilpivirine over weeks, suggesting sustained release of free drug from an IM depot, and limited lymphatic uptake, distribution, and retention (as depicted in Fig. 2 ). This is in contrast to DcNP-associated ARVs in TLC-ART101 that cleared readily from the SC injection site, were predominantly taken into lymph capillaries, distributed through lymph vessels to lymph nodes throughout the body, and reached peak plasma levels at~6-8 h. A slower rise in LA cabotegravir or LA rilpivirine plasma levels is expected due to the sustained release from slow dissolution of the nanocrystal of hydrophobic cabotegravir or rilpivirine [1] ; free drug released into the extracellular fluid is then taken up immediately into blood capillaries. Thus, these formulations, by design, would require an extended time to reach T max and therapeutic concentrations; as a result, an initial oral (lead-in) dose supplement is essential to more quickly reach target peak levels [2] , complicating these IM long-acting regimens. Such an oral lead-in is probably unnecessary for the TLC-ART101 formulation. Avoiding an oral lead-in strategy could simplify treatment and improve patient adherence.
The parallel rise and peak in plasma levels over 8 h of the lipophilic ARVs (LPV, RTV) associated to DcNPs (Fig. 1A, B ) also suggest ARVs remain associated to DcNPs in vivo. If large amounts of ARVs released from DcNPs prematurely, they would clear in a matter of hours as free ARVs are, they would not preferentially distribute throughout and be retained within the lymphatics, and would not exhibit plasma persistence for 2 weeks or more (Fig. 1) . TFV in TLC-ART101 exhibited an early T max at~1 h, which resembled the free TFV plasma PK profile (Fig. 1C) ; this suggests a significant fraction of the TLC-ART101 formulation is present in free form (e.g.,~90%), consistent with in vitro equilibrium dialysis results. The most remarkable finding was the persistence of plasma TFV that occurred with only~10% of the TFV dose associated to DcNPs; TFV must be firmly associated to sufficiently stable DcNPs with limited extravascular distribution and long blood circulation lifetimes.
Widespread lymphatic distribution and retention of ARVs in TLC-ART101
Our recent data in macaques show widespread lymph node distribution [12] and long-term LNMC retention [19] of DcNP-associated ARVs. Intracellular ARV levels in LNMCs at 1 and 8 days after a single SC dose were persistently higher than those in PBMCs, and in turn levels in PBMCs were persistently higher than those in plasma over the 2-week experiment [19] , demonstrating the lymphocyte-targeting properties of the TLC-ART101 formulation. These high concentrations of ARVs in LNMCs relative to those in PBMCs and plasma suggest DcNPassociated ARVs are sequestered during lymphatic first-pass and accumulate in lymphocytes.
Such intracellular delivery performance for these ARVs in lymphocytes is unprecedented. In pharmacokinetic studies in rats and humans dosed orally with LPV and RTV, the whole blood/plasma ratio for LPV was 0.44-0.50 and for RTV was 0.26-0.68 [54, 55] . In these studies, the lymph node/plasma ratio in rats for LPV was 0.19-0.55 [55] . In HIVinfected persons, LPV and RTV concentrations in whole blood were reported to be lower than those in plasma [56] . Collectively, these studies show that LPV and RTV, administered either as a free/soluble injectable or an oral dosage form, are taken up poorly into blood cells, and LPV has limited penetration into lymph nodes. However, since erythrocytes comprise > 99% of the whole blood cellular fraction, LPV and RTV penetration in PBMCs may be different than in erythrocytes. Still, in HIV-infected persons, the PBMC/plasma ratio for LPV was 0.34-0.55 and for RTV was 0.46 [48] [49] [50] , indicating poor PBMC penetration. For TLC-ART101, a single SC dose in macaques exhibited PBMC/plasma ratios of 4.01 for LPV, 7.40 for RTV, and 3.01 for TFV. Thus, compared to a free/soluble injectable or an oral dosage form, association of LPV and RTV to DcNPs has increased their respective PBMC/plasma ratios by~7-12-fold and~16-fold. For hydrophilic TFV, which is negatively charged at physiological pH 7.4, a single SC dose of TLC-ART101 produced a much greater PBMC exposure (AUC) to the intracellular active metabolite of TFV, TFV-diphosphate (TFV-DP), bỹ 7-fold compared to a single 1.5 mg/kg oral dose of the TFV prodrug tenofovir alafenamide (TAF) in macaques [19, 57] . The detailed mechanisms behind these strikingly enhanced intracellular ARV levels in LNMCs and PBMCs, the most commonly infected cells, remain to be elucidated. However, it is likely that the preferential lymphatic uptake of DcNPs from the SC space and the widespread lymphatic distribution and retention over long durations promote the uptake of DcNPs by lymphocytes in lymph nodes, which can traffic from lymph nodes to the blood either via lymph flow through the thoracic duct or via HEVs in lymph nodes. The MBPK models reported here could serve as a base model to account for accumulation of ARVs in target intracellular compartments, viz. PBMCs and LNMCs.
As mentioned, within the lymph node, DcNPs could access and be retained in the~1-500 μm sinus spaces [52] , where they could readily be taken up by LNMCs. This deep lymph node retention (e.g., in LNMCs) could be a component of sequestered DcNP-associated ARVs within the lymphatics that contribute to the relatively long lag times and sustained levels in plasma (Table 2) . For the models to sustain persistent plasma ARV levels, we postulated three different 'waves' of release (having an early, intermediate, or late transit time) of DcNPassociated ARVs from the lymphatics into the systemic circulation (Table 2 ). LPV and RTV concentrations both had a rapid initial peak in the first 0.5 to 1 h and subsequently continued to rise quickly over the first 6 h (Fig. 1A, B) , suggesting an initial rapid wave of ARVs in DcNPs entering and exiting the lymphatics. This was followed by an intermediate wave of DcNPs between 8 and 24 h as evidenced by the rebound in the TFV concentration (Fig. 1C) . Finally, there was a late and protracted emergence of ARVs in DcNPs beyond 48 h that sustained measurable plasma levels for over 2 weeks (Fig. 1 ). Thus, it is possible a fraction of the ARVs in DcNPs within the lymphatics moves rapidly through the major lymphatic vessels, another fraction moves less rapidly due to travel through the diffuse branched vessels and/or being trapped temporarily in the sinus spaces in lymph nodes, and a third fraction is retained in lymph nodes where they may be taken up by lymphocytes and then released slowly into the blood. The slow release of ARVs into the blood (the second and third 'waves') could occur either by (1) DcNPs being carried by lymph flow or (2) lymphocytes, which have taken up DcNPs in lymph nodes, trafficking into the blood and slowly releasing ARVs into the plasma. It is the second and third fractions that primarily contributed to persistent plasma LPV and TFV levels of TLC-ART101 by continuously supplying DcNP-and lymphocyteassociated ARVs to the blood (Fig. 1A, C) . It is noteworthy that k 31 and k 41 (lymphatic entry rate constants) and tlag2 and tlag3 assumed greater importance than k 21 and tlag1 for LPV and TFV ( Table 2 ), illustrating that the second and third lymphatic delay compartments contributed the most to the long-acting plasma PK of LPV and TFV.
In sum, the kinetic insights derived from the MBPK models suggest the lymphatic system itself acts as a body-wide drug depot for the DcNP-associated ARVs in the TLC-ART101 formulation. In contrast to reports on lymphatic uptake of SC proteins and nanoparticles that suggest interstitial transit being the rate-limiting step [58, 59] , lymphatic transit and retention are the more prevalent rate-limiting steps for absorption of TLC-ART101 into the blood. To our knowledge, this is the first suggestion that the lymphatic system itself could serve as a distributed body-wide drug depot to enable long-acting plasma PK. Although lymphatic transit of DcNPs that are sufficiently stable to not prematurely release drug is important, there are a number of questions that remain, for example: (1) how ARVs carried by DcNPs are internalized by lymphocytes, (2) how lymphocytes in the blood release ARVs, and (3) how DcNPs in the blood release ARVs. To address these insights, additional in vitro experiments such as those investigating (1) the rate of DcNP and ARV uptake into lymphocytes, (2) the rate of ARV release from DcNPs in blood, and (3) the rate of ARV release from lymphocytes circulating in the blood could begin to discern the role and significance of each of these steps. However, these and other studies are beyond the scope of this report. Investigations are being planned to gain a deeper understanding of these and other processes (such as the impact of the biological identity and protein corona on DcNPs) that drive the long-acting intracellular and plasma PK that result from DcNPs in TLC-ART101 leveraging the lymphatic system as a body-wide drug depot.
Limited blood extravasation of DcNP-associated ARVs in TLC-ART101
In addition to lymphatic uptake and first-pass lymphatic distribution and retention of DcNP-associated ARVs, followed by slow release of ARVs into the blood from the lymphatics, limited blood extravasation of circulating DcNPs in blood likely contributed to the LPV and TFV persistence in the plasma (Fig. 1A, C) . In Table 2 , the~7-to 13-fold lower V5_DcNP versus V7_Free for both LPV and TFV indicated limited extravasation of DcNP-associated ARV versus free ARV.
It has been shown in rats with a thoracic lymph duct cannula and dosed IV with~83 nm of PEGylated liposomal doxorubicin (similar in size to DcNPs in TLC-ART101),~14% of the IV dose was recovered in lymph at 30 h (i.e.,~14% extravasated from the blood into the interstitium, and subsequently entered the lymphatics) [15] . Thus, since a minor fraction of the DcNPs circulating in the blood may extravasate and be available for re-entry into the lymphatics, this process should be considered as part of the systemic compartment (q5) for DcNP-associated ARVs (Fig. 3C, D) . Another consideration is that PEGylation of the lipid membrane surface significantly enhanced plasma circulation lifetimes of~110 nm liposomes [60] . Hence, it is likely that inclusion of mPEG 2000 on the DcNP surface of slightly smaller particles may impart long-circulation behavior of DcNPs to the TLC-ART101 formulation.
There remains much to learn about the detailed mechanisms of the long-acting PK of TLC-ART101. It is instructive to compare the PK of lipophilic LPV and RTV between the free and TLC-ART101 formulations. While CL/F and MBRT were similar for free LPV and RTV, these statistical moment derived PK parameters were different for LPV and RTV in TLC-ART101 (Table 1) , suggesting LPV and RTV, when associated to DcNPs, could have different cellular uptake and efflux, release from DcNPs, and tissue distribution profiles. Moreover, free LPV and RTV had similar t 1/2 values (~8 h), while the t 1/2 of DcNP-associated LPV was~11-fold longer than that of DcNP-associated RTV (Table 1) , further indicating drug release from DcNPs and tissue distribution differed between these two drugs. Elucidating the details of these PK differences between LPV and RTV (as well as TFV) in TLC-ART101 requires further investigation-possibly including sampling of lymph vessel and node drug concentrations throughout the body and defining pre-systemic clearance mechanisms. Many of the uncertainties of the systemic PK of TLC-ART101 could be elucidated in further studies such as an IV study and being able to measure the time-course of free versus DcNP-associated ARV in the plasma [61] . Currently, the plasma PK of DcNP-associated ARVs after dosing TLC-ART101 is unknown.
Conclusion
In conclusion, we developed the first mechanism-based PK (MBPK) models to simultaneously describe the complex long-acting plasma and lymphatic PK profiles of three ARVs associated to DcNPs all in one SC injectable formulation called TLC-ART101. These models anchored on plasma PK data are composed of two submodels: one for disposition of ARVs incorporated in DcNPs that undergo first-pass through the lymphatics, and one for free ARVs that are routed directly into the blood circulation. Subsequent model improvements incorporating LNMC and PBMC intracellular compartments (cells in the lymph nodes and blood) would provide additional insights on ARV access to these sites. These additional data may allow for predicting the impact of TLC-ART101 dosing regimens on viral clearance in lymph nodes where~75% of HIV-infected cells (CD4+ T lymphocytes) reside. At present, these firstgeneration MBPK models suggest the lymphocyte-targeting and longacting PK of ARVs associated to DcNPs are due to (1) preferential lymphatic uptake from the SC space, (2) first-pass transit through the lymphatics (throughout the vessels and nodes in the body), (3) lymphatic (lymph vessel and node) retention, (4) eventual release of ARVs into the blood from the lymphatics, and (5) limited extravascular distribution out of blood vessels of DcNP-associated ARVs.
